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Abstract

In this article a rotary kiln used in the iron manufactunng
industry is modelled by means of two mathematical models.
The m,acro model simulates the dynamic behauiour of the
electric driue, burden and kiln. The micro model is used for
a detail analysis of the driae train of the rotary kiln with
emphasis on the girrh gear and pinion in contact. Both
models haae been uerified with the erperimental results.

Nornenclature

Symbols

Bo, viscous friction coefficient [N.r.m/rad]
cpo equivalent damping consta,nt [N.r.m/rad]
e1 difference signal [t.p.m.]
ea Reference signal [..p.m.]
FaJ breakout force [N]
F1 tangential force of burden weight tN]
Fo, spring force of girth gear teeth [N]
Fo, spring force of pinion gear teeth tN]
Fpa damping force of pinion gear teeth tN]
F. friction force tN]
g gravitational constant [-/r']
?,a armature current [u-p]
J" Jo * Ju [ks.rn2]
Jrn inertia of motor [kS.-2]
J o inertia of kiln [kS -2]
Ju inertia of burden [kS.-2]
K feedback constant [r.p.m.s/rad]
k torque arm of bearing [-]
k, equivalent s ring constant [U/-]
lco spring constant of girth gear teeth[N/-]
kpt spring constant of pinion gear

teeth [N/*]
koo equivalent s ring constant [N.m/rad]
kp proportional constant
k n derivative constant
k t integrational constant
ka k,;

k; torque constant [N .m/r.p .m.]
L torque arm of burden [-]
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I torque arm of bearing [or]
Lo armature inductance tH]
mu mass of burden [nS]
n total reduction
P total weight of kiln [N]
R radius of kiln [*]
Ro armature resistance [ohm]
Ro pitch circle radius of girth gear [-]
Re pitch circle radius of pinion [*]
T friction torque in bearing [N.-]
TF Ii torque transmitted by coupling[N.-]
T1 load [N.-]
To, motor torque [N.-]
To torque on kiln [N.rn]
Tp torque on pinion [N.-]
Wt iangential force transmitted

by gears tNl
rp linear displacement of pinion

teeth [-]
tr o linear displacement of girth

gear teeth [-]

Greek

Lx backlash [mm]
?rn angular displacernent of motor [rad]
0 o angular displacement of kiln [rad]
0p angular displacement of pinion[rad]
l.r friction coefficient of burden
Itb, s coefficient of friction of support

roller bearing

It, Coulomb friction coefficient

F, sta,tic friction coefficient
u)nn angular velocity of motor [rad/s]
O angular displacement of burden[rad]

fntroduction

Rotary kilns are widely used in production of cement, iron,
etc. In this paper the authors concentrate on rotary kilns
used in the iron production industry. The rotary kiln is
a horizontal circular tube lined with refractory material,
supported by support stations and driven via a girth gear
and drive train. The drive train consists of two DC elec-
trical motors and two high reduction gearboxes.

Severa,l models are found in the literature modelling
tlre retention time of the burden inside the kiln lI,2) as well
as models for several possible ways of heat transfer.[3,4]
Only similar dynamic models of ball mill drives t5] and
refinery drives t6] are found.
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The maintenance of rotary kilns, especially the girth
gear and drive train, i. a very i*portant aspect for the
plant operations personnel, especially regarding the finan-
cial aspect and availability of spare parts. If the plant
personnel understand the dynamic aspects of rotary kilns,
their decision-makittg process will be easier.

The purpose of this study was to simulate the effect
of several operating conditions on the dynamic aspects of
rotary kilns. Operating conditions such as varying friction
coefficient of the refractory lining, different feed rates and
varying backlash between the girth gear and pinion were
studied.

Mathematical model of the rotary kiln

The rotary kiln is modelled from two perspectives, respec-
tively, namely a macro model and a micro model. A com-
puter simulation language ACSL, Advanced Continuous
Simulation Language, is used for the numerical simulation.
The reasons for the two different models are (u) less com-
puter time, and (b) for parametric studies to determine
the coefficient of friction of the refractory lining.

The macro model is a model of the rotary kiln, burden
and electric motor studying only macroscopic effects and
thus a bigger integration step size is used in numerical
simulations. The experimentally determined coefficient of
friction of the refractory lining had to be verified with the
macro model before it could be used in the more detailed
micro model.

The study thus consists of two models where the re-
sults from the one simulation are used in the micro model
numerical simulation, where short time effects are more
important.

Development of the macro model

The macro model is a mathematical model of the kiln, bur-
den inside the kiln, and the electrical motor. This model
simulates the interaction of the burden inside the kiln with
the kiln wall. The interaction between the pinion and the
girth gear is not simulated and the gearbox is modelled as

a pure torque reducer. The kiln is modelled as if driven
directly by only one electrical motor. See Figure 1 . The
interaction between the two electric motors is thus disre-
garded.

During start up conditions of the kiln, the burden
tends to stick to the kiln wall until the angle through which
the kiln is turned is such that the angle of repose of the
material is overcome. At this time the burden tumbles
over and repeats the tumbling process during the rotation
of the kiln. Although the burden follows a tumbling ef-
fect, it is modelled as a rigid disk similar to the shape of
the burden. During the start up, two conditions prevail,
namely (i) stick, and (ii) tumbling. The tumbling condi-
tion is modelled as if the burden effectively slides against
the kiln wall.

The stick condition will prevail as long as the tan-
gential force of the burden weight (^Fr) is smaller than the

breakout force (Fat).

F1 - Trtrug sin (" - O) (1)

FaJ = Fsrnug cos (" - O) (2)

While the tangential force is smaller than the break-
out force, a friction force (F-) with the same magnitude
as the tangential force but opposite in direction will keep
the burden from slipping.

If the tangential force overcomes the breakout force,
the friction force will be dominated by a Coulomb friction
coefficient, thus permitting the burden to slip. The friction
force will thus adhere to the following conditions:

-F1 F1 S FaJ

Fcffiug cos Qr - O) fr , FaI

From the above it is evident that two conditions will
prevail. In the first stick condition, only one degree of free-
dom exists namely the burden, kiln and motor together.
With the second condition slip, two degrees of freedom
exist. The burden being one and the kiln and electrical
motor being the other.

Stick condition

From Figure I and Euler's equations of motion [7] the
differential equations are derived. The following equation
of motion holds for the electrical motor:

Frlr

Fr= (3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Tor= JrrL^+fI

For the kiln it follows that:

To - JoL. + F-R

and for the burden it follows that:

F-R - -JuO + FtL
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Figure 1 Kiln, burden and drive train
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With the stick condition only one degree of freedom
prevails, thus: r -2pa,sf,"o"soo (+) ( 17)

0o=-O

From equations (5) and (6) it.follows that:

To- Jodo*Jr6o*FtL

If

From the literature Le Roux [10] found the friction
coefficient (Fo,n) to be 0.001

Equations ( I 1) and ( 15) describing the motion of
the kiln for the two different conditions including friction
torque thus reduce to:

6^ * |r,L + lr (18)

(7)

(8)

(e)

( 10)

( 16)

From equations (4) and (10) the difierential equation
describittg the motion of the kiln with zeto slip can be
derived.

T=*r"
oo = 6^i

it is derived from equation (8) that:

rt-)fJo*J,)o^+|r,t

T*- J^0^+Tt

To - Jod" + F.R

respectively.

Modelling of the electrical motor

Two DC electrical motors are used to drive the rotary
kiln. For the purpose of this study the kiln is modelled as

if driven by only one electrical motor. The purpose of the
model is only to simulate an equivalent drive and control
system and not the actual control system precisely. Figure
2 is a schematic diagram of a DC motor used to model the
electrical drive of the rotary kiln.[8]

The motor speed is controlled between 100 r.p.m. and
1000 r.p.m. by controlling the armature voltage. The
optimum operating speed is at 500 r.p.m.. The differential
equations of the motion of the motor without a feedback
control is derived from Figure 2.[8]

or 

T*= l'^+#(J"+')]

+ #r")o^+|r.R+ lr (1e)

= !r" - *io - tr^\,= fit"-t-tu)m

r*= lr^+#e"+^)] o-,+*r,t (11)

Slip conditron

When the burden slips along the kiln wall, two degrees of
freedom prevail. From Figure 1 the equations of motion
for the first degree of freedom are derived.

and

The degree of freedom of the electric motor
the same, it follows that:

oo = !e*

The equation of motion of the kiln and electric
can thus be derived from equations (12), (13), and

(r2)

( 13)

and kiln being

( 14)

motor
( 14)

( 15)

i
I'a

un
(20)

rt = frl"o^+*F*RT* = (J,"+#J")o-,+*F-R
The equation of motion of the second degree of free-

dom being that of the burden, is derived as follows:

F.R = -JoO+&L
F. - pclrtug cos (" - O)
Fr = rnag sin (o - O)

The above mentioned equations hold for zero friction
torque in the support rollers.

To accommodate the friction torque in the support
roller bearings, the rotary kiln is.modelled as if it is sup-
ported by only two support roller bearings. Equation (17)
describes the friction torque in the support roller bear-
ings.[9]
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ensures minimum rise time with minimum over shoot in or-
der not to induce vibrations in the modelled drive system.
P, PI, and PD equivalent controllers have been modelled
but the results were not satisfactory.

From Figure 2 a signal diagram is constructed for the
internal control on the motor, which is modified to accom-
modate the equivalent external control on the motor. The
result is shown in Figure 3.

From Figure 3 and Mason's gain formula,[8] the trans-
fer function of the motor and PID controller can be de-

rived. The control constants in the PID controller are de-

termined from the characteristic equation of the transfer
function. From the characteristic equation root loci are

constructed in order to determine the constants kr, k o
and &y.

With the control constants known the equations of
motion are determined from Figure 3.

Table 1 Typical values used in the numerical
simulations of the macro and micro model

Constant Value
B*
Coo

Ju

J^
Jo

Ju

k
ko

kpr

koo

k;
L
I
Lo
TTlu

n
P
R
Ro
Ro

Rp

io = *,r"-tio-Ed^
io = [;"dt+*r,
a.^ = fi.i"-*6^-t6^ = [ e-,at
ea = kpel*,krIe1dt
ey = eu-k?rn

(2r)

0.005
19.9 x 106

8.476 x 106

2r.5
6.978 x 106

1.678 x 106

0.5475
2.986 x 1010

2.986 x 1010

7.012 x 108

4.6
1.353
0.7155
0.57 x 10-3
580 x 103

1076.5
16.512 x 106

2.r7
0 .0096 1

3.960
0.5775

With the equations of motion of the kiln, burden and
electrical motor known, the dynamic behaviour of the kiln
can be simulated. In order to simulate the kiln and drive
train, a numerical computer simulation language, ACSL is
used. The differential equations are entered into ACSL in
a fortran format before ACSL translates it via a fortran
compiler.[9]

Figure 3 Signal flow diagram

Numerical results from the macro model
simulation

The program flow diagram for the macro model is similar
to that shown for the micro model in Figure 8. Typical
values for the constants used in the numerical sirnulations
for the macro and micro models are shown in Table 1.

These values are typical for rotary kilns used in the iron
man ufacturing industry.

During the simulation with the macro model, the ef-

fective friction coefficient between the burden and the kiln
wall was not known. A parametric study wa^s done by
varying the friction coefficient and determining the motor
current. The numerical results are then compared with the
experimental results in order to find an effective friction
coefficient. The motor current was used as a parameter
for comparison purposes.

From the numerical results, Figure 4, the condition
(mu3) for F, = 0.4 and Hs = 0.51 was found to simulate
the dynamic behaviour of the kiln the closest. From the
experiment done, the burden was found to settle after 17

s at 650 ampere where it oscillates as shown in Figure 5.

From the numerical simulation the burden took 15 s to
settle at 620 ampere where it oscillates. The difference in
the frequency of the oscillation depicted numerically and
determined experimentally may be due to the following:
(.) the exact mass of the burden during operation is un-
known, (b) the exact condition of the kiln wall is unknown,
and (.) the burden is not necessarily a rigid mass.

From Figure 5 a peak of 420 ampere can be seen at
start up. The absence of this peak in Figurc 4 is due to the
fact that the simulation was done with only one electrical
motor. The experiment was done with the second electri-
cal motor isolated only electrically, and thus the inertia of
the second motor has still to be overcome.

The oscillation can be verified with mathematical ma-

nipulation of equation (16).

JoQl - -Crsin (Or) - c2cos (O1) Q2)

-KP

E

(23)
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where

that:

sin 01 ! 01
cosOl ! 1

When equati on (24) it substituted
follows that:

a
!.ll
!b

s
E
I
tr
!D

T

E\

Ct = ffIuTL
Cz = F"mogR

Changing in friaion cocfEcient

Tbae (sqondt)

Figu re 4 Stabilizing of the motor current

Figure 5 Motor current determined experimentally

For small oscillations of the burden it can be assumed

girth gear an pinion, stiffnesses of the gears and the non-
Iinear elastomeric coupling between the electric motor and
gearbox, with the intention of studying short time tran-
sients.

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of the micro model
which is a more detailed portrayal of the drive train of the
rotary kiln.

Figure 6 Schematic diagram of the micro model

Modelling of the gear teeth in contact

With the modelling of the girth gear and pinion in contact
the backlash was also taken into account. The stiffnesses
of the gear teeth, girth gear, and pinion are a^ssumed to be
the same and the stiffness of the pinion shaft is included
into the stiffness of the gears.

It is a,lso assumed that the stiffness of the gear during
contact stays constant. The variation in stiffness during
contact was taken into account by varying the line of con-
tact as developed by Michalopoulos.[11] From Figure 7 the
equations of motion can be derived.

Figure TSchematic di agra- ; two gears in contact

When the two gears are in contact the two springs /co,

and kpt, are physically in series. The equivalent spring is

described by equation (26):

(24)

in equation (22) it

JrQl = -CtQt - Cz (25)

The burden behaves like a system with zero damping
that oscillates about a fixed position.

Development of the micro model

The macro model wa^s verified successfully with the ex-
perimental results and the effective friction coefficient of
friction of the refractory lining determined parametrically
as shown in the previous paragraph. The model was de-

veloped further to accommodate the backlash between the

R"

-7
a

To0

0 2 4 6 E 10 UL 14 16 lE An,U26?A 30

T.,0,

100 rnra/rnln.
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K _ I{ ol{p;
re - I{o* I{pi

The force that is transmitted by the gears when in
are determined by equation (27):

(26)

contact

(27)

WtRo - J"Qo *To (34)

where

Foo : -/{rAs

As=(Ro|p-Ro?o)

If the reduction ratio between the girth gear and pin-
ion is designated by np and the backlash assumed to be
zero, then it follows that:

tr K"Rp (00 - np?o) (28)

where

Ro = npRp

The torque that is transmitted by the pinion can be
computed from equation (29) for the stiffness and equation
(30) for the damping:

7,, - Fp, Rp

-K"Ro'Qo - np?o)

Tpa = - C"Rp' (0, -
If a backlash of As does exist between the gear teeth,

the force transmitted between the girth gear and pinion is

transferred accordittg to the following conditions:[11]

0<As( A,x
Fou-o

if
As ) L,r /31)

Foo = - K"Rp (00 - npLo - A") \c

if
As<0

Fou = -K"Rp(0r-rp?o)

The same conditions can be derived for the force
transmitted due to damping. The total tangential force
transmitted by the girth gear and pinion can thus be com-
puted from:

Wt=Fpr*Fpa

where Fo, is determined by equation (31) and Fpa an equa-
tion similar to (31).

The differential equations describing the gear pair can
thus be derived. With the assumption that the burden
sticks to the kiln wall during start up conditions, it follows
from Figure 6 and Figure 7 that:

Tp = Jo1o *W1Rp

The gear pair is connected to the electrical motor vra
a reduction gearbox with a reduction ratio of n, and a
non-linear elastomeric coupling. The non-linear effects on
the torque transmitted by the coupling are induced in the
micro model. Details of this are included in t9]. The re-
duction gearbox is modelled as a pure torque reducer.

Numerical results from the simulation

Having established the differential and other equations for
the micro model, they are programmed .in ACSL in a sim-
ilar procedure as for the macro model.[9] Figure 8 is a
program flow diagram for the micro model.

+--
IEII

(2e)

(30)

(32)

(33)

TEST FOR @IJPI.g)

Figure 8 ACSL program flow diagram for the micro model

As a first verification the movement of the burden
inside the kiln was studied. With the kiln fixed the burden
is simulated as a pendulum falling free through gravitation.
From Figure I it is evident that the motion of the burden is
characteristic of a body subject to Coulomb friction. With
a Coulomb coefficient of friction of pc. - 0.35 and a static
coefficient of friction of pr, - 0.38, the burden took 10 s to
settle down to an offset from the zeto mark.

Figure 10 shows the numerical results obtained from
the micro model during start up of the rotary kiln. Graph
A represents the motor current while graph B represents
the motor speed. From Figure 10 it is evident that the
motor current peaks at 280 ampere during the acceleration
of the kiln. From the experimental study (Figure 6), a
peak of 450 ampere is evident. The deviation is due to
the inertia of the second electric motor which has to be

overcome.
It can thus be seen that the micro model adequately

simulates the effects gathered from experiments.

Parametric study

The micro model can be developed further to accommG
date the computation of the bending stress in the gear

teeth of the girth gear as developed by Michalopoulos.[11]
and

R & D Journal, 1995, II(I) I7



With the bending stress known a para,metric study lvas
done to study the influence of several operating conditions
on an industrial application. Full details of the develop-
ment are shown in t9].

0. 00 5. 00 10. 0
( sec. )

r5.0 20.0

During the operation of a rotary kiln the backlash
changes due to the centre line of the kiln changing. The
centre line of the kiln changes, due to temperature differ-
ences in the circumference varying, resulting in a perma-
nent bend in the kiln shell. The parametric study was
done with a backlash varying between 0 mm and 16 mm.
During normal operating conditions a backlash of approx-
imately 8 mm is maintained. Figure 11 shows a variation
in stress for a varying backlash while Figure 12 shows a

typical stress curve during start up for a backlash of 10

mm. All these values were calculated by the numerical
simulation of the micro model.[9]

Transient conditions during start up

Figu re 11 Varying the

Bul&sh (nm)

backlash during start up conditions

flansient conditions during start up
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Figure 9 Motion of the burden with F" =
Hs - 0.38
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Figu re 12 Typical stress cu rve for a transient condition at
start up

Due to the process inside the rotary kiln and other
contributing factors accretions tend to build ,rp inside the
kiln. These accretions form a ring on the kiln wall on the
inside. Due to the accretions the material flow is restricted
and thus the nett mass that has to be turned by the ellectric
drive is la,rger. This effect was simulated by increasing the
mass of the burden as well as the inertia in the micro
model.

The variation of the inertia of the burden has a very
small effect on the bending stress in the gear teeth during

20.0
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Figure 10 Numerical results from the micro model

The followittg operating conditions were studied: (u)
influence of a varyitrg backlash in gears during start up, (b)
forming of accretions, and (c) varying the ramp generator
of the controller on the electric motor.
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0246810V2141618m?2
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start up (Figure 13). The variation of the burden ma.ss

has a significant influence on the stress in the gear teeth.
The ma^ss was increased parametrically from 240 000 kg
to 974000 kg. The stress is calculated after the transient
conditions have died out and the burden has reached the
optimum angle in the kiln. From Figure 14 it is evident
that the mass of the burden is a critical factor in the op-
eration of the rotary kiln. An increase in mass, of I00 To,

increases the stress levels by I20 To.

Thansient conditions during start up

the operatirrg condition where accretions are formed on
the kiln wall must be avoided. The accretions have their
largest influence on the stress during steady state operat-
irrg conditions. No evidence of vibrations being excited by
a varyitrg backlash during start up could be found during
calculations due to the slow speed of the gears prior to
engagement. This result is expected.

tansient conditious during start up
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Figure 13 Varying inertia of the burden

Steady state conditions at naximrrm position of the burden
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Figure 14 Varying the mass of the burden

During start up of the rotary kiln the current in the
electrical drive is ramped by a certain ramp constant. The
ramp constant ensures a smooth start up and acceleration.
The influence of a varyitrg ramp constant on the drive train
was also studied. From Figure 15 it is evident that an
increase of a factor of 10 on the ramp constant will increase
the stress level by . factor of 4. A typical ramp constant
used on a rotary kiln is 74.

Conclusion

The macro and micro model have been found to simulate
the dynamic behaviour of the drive train of the rotary kiln
adequately. From the parametric study it is evident that

50 l(n 150 Ut n m 350 4{n {50 gp
Uaryhg of tlu rutp gciqaor (zp.ttt lt)

s
3 t-
3
&,
aa

F t'.m
\t
Eira

0

Figu re 15 Varying the ramp generator during start up

con ditions

The mathematical model developed during this study
can assist engineers, designing similar systems, as well as

maintenance personnel of similar plants. The model can
also be used to assist in the evaluation of a gearbox, elec-

trical drive or coupling for rotary kiln systems.
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